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Demonstration Farm Work
By W. H. SPARKS. State Bureau In'' Ind> C*C\\ 1n V
of Experiment Station. 11l lvlll££ V^UUIILy

Suppose some of the mauy farmers
who come to the State not familiar
with the soil, crop or climatic condi-
tions, started out in the vicinity of
his home to learn by inquiry the
what, how and when of crop produc-
tion ; in the course of bis iuvestiga
tiois should meet some of his farmer

neighbors who would tell of their
successes and failures with the differ-
ent crops and methods; and some
agents of plants, seeds, fertilizers,
implements and other materials, all
of which are essential in the estima-
tion of each of the diffei«eut parties;
and our investigator being reasonably
diligent, possessed of fair memory
and some appreciation of harmonious

information- what would be the net

results of his investigation?

two of which will agree in their
evidence of all that transpired.

We believe, generally, such an in-
vestigation would result in utter con-
fusion and many would be of the
opinion after such an investigation
that they kuew less than they did

before the investigation. The same
results willbe certain to some degree
in most of the vocations of life, not
excepting some of the professions
supposed to be scientific, largely be-
cause we are so constituted that we
do not see all things the same and
sometimes because of selfish motives
it is not to our interest to see as
others see. - We are all more or less
familiar with the great difference in

the evidence of witnesses, several of
whom may have seen the same act

under^investigation by the court, no

Wbeu the subject under investiga-

tion deals with methods where condi-
tions are as variable as are the soils

and climatic conditions then there

are logical reasons for the difference
in opinion and confusing information
and when we add to this the motive
for gain wnioh inspires some of the
greedy salesmen, we have additional
reasons for confusion. We do not

wish to infer that agents are dis-
honest or that all information is not
reliable. We believe many of the

statements that are uot reliable are
made in all sincerity and are due to
mistaken judgment. This will be
especially true when the investigator
has not had special training, and
opportunity for extended observation
along any line of investigation. The

trained agriculturist, well grounded
in the fundamental principles of

agriculture very soon learns to sift
out the material from the immaterial.
It is true that this cannot be accom-
plished with any great degree of ac-
curacy because of the fact that there

is no such thing as an exact science
for all agricultural operations when
applied to any giveu locality. The
uncertainty of climatic conditions

and the difference in soils makes
agriculture more of an art than an
exact science; hence the necessity of

careful investigation of all of the
methods and conditions in any given
locality where we are not familiar by
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years of accumulated experience with
those conditions aud methods.

body's theories.
The experience of the last few years

in this and other countries has taught
us that a good demonstration is much
more effective than all the talk that
can be given about theories. We do
not wish to be understood as saying
that all the information that we use
in this work comes from the Experi-
ment Station direct. Indeed, the Ex-
periment Station experts have learn-
ed many of their most valuable
methods from the farmers themselves
and it is the purpose of the extension
department to concentrate, adapt and
disseminate these theories for the
benefit of the farmer and exemplify
them in visible demonstrations.

The demonstration farm work has
been devised by the extension depart-
ment of our State Agricultural College
to assist the fanner in these investiga-
tions and as soon as the methods are
sufficiently understood and worked

out by the Experiment Stations to
justify the general adoption by the
farmers themselves it is the purpose
of the demonstration farms to take

the information thus gained directly
to the farmer in a way that he c*n

see and not be asked to accept any-

Working on this theory wo have tor
the past three years in the State of
Washington been conducting experi-
ments in demonstration work with a
view of determining if possible the
best method available that would reach
tho greatest number with the means
at our disposal. It would not be
possible at the present time to estab-
lish a demonstration farm in every
principal viciuity of the state where
the problems are of the greatest in-
terest to that particular neighbor-
hood could be worked out in a local
experiment and demonstration. We
have tried the demonstration farm in
co-operation with tho individual
fanner, wnich we find to be fairly
good but it does not reach tar enough.
We do not reach the numbers that we
should to be most effective.
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We have this fear undertaken the
entirely new plan of work ot establish-
ing demonstration farms with the
County Fair Associations of the fair
grounds with the view of attracting

(Continued on page 12.)


